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The supplementary material provides detailed implementation information on the baselines used for1

comparison, as well as various analyses, such as hyper-parameters, model size and training time,2

audio disentanglement learning, static factors, dynamic factors, and physical knowledge relationships.3

Moreover, we show more visualization results in experiments.4

1 Implementation Details of Compared Baselines5

LateFusion. Following PACS [1], we used a pre-trained Debert-a-V3-Large [2] as the text encoder6

to encode all questions into Rd, where d = 768, which was saved during the training. We did not7

apply any data augmentation to the text and extracted the text embeddings from the <CLS> token of8

the text model’s output layer (pre-pooler). The pre-trained model can be downloaded from here1.9

For videos, we downsampled them as input for the model. We used the ViT/B-16 model per-trained10

on ImageNet-21k provided by HuggingFace2 to extract features from the video frames. Following11

the video augmentation steps used in the pre-trained model, we began with video frames of size 25212

× 252 and randomly selected 8 evenly spaced frames. We then cropped the same 224 × 224 from13

each frame and randomly flipped the images horizontally with a probability of 0.5.14

For audio, we used the pre-trained AST (Audio Spectrogram Transformer) [3] model with a time and15

frequency stride of 10 and weight averaging that was pre-trained on the full AudioSet [4]. The model16

can be downloaded from here3. We followed the audio augmentation steps for pre-trained AST on17

AudioSet [4] and PACS [1] using frequency and time masking [3]. We utilized 128 mel bins with a18

target length of 1024. Then, we masked a band of size 48 in the frequency domain and a crew of size19

144 in the time domain. Finally, we normalized the spectrogram as spec = (spec + 4.26)/(4.57*2) and20

added random noise.21

During training, we use a simple grid search and set the learning rate to 5 · 10−4, the weight decay to22

5 · 10−5 and the batch size to 64 (20GB of GPU memory was used). We trained the model for 4023

epochs with early stopping, and we freeze all backbone layers and only use trainable MLPs layers to24

fuse multimodal information.25

CLIP. For CLIP [5], we only used the video frames Xv = {Xv
1 , X

v
2 , ..., X

v
T } as input, where T26

refers to the number of video frames and used the same ViT/B16 as the backbone network, along with27

the same video preprocessing and augmentation, to obtain features X = [ Xv
s Xv

z ] for objects.28

To ensure a fair comparison, we used the fusion and optimization method as same as Latefusion.29

Additionally, we use learning rate of 1 · 10−4 with weight decay of 1 · 10−5 after a simple grid search.30

1https://huggingface.co/microsoft/deberta-v3-large
2https://huggingface.co/google/vit-base-patch16-224-in21k
3https://github.com/YuanGongND/ast
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Figure 1: Hyper-parameters Analysis of our DCL.

AudiCLIP. For AudioCLIP [6], we used both audio Xa and video Xv as input. To ensure a fair31

comparison, we used the preprocessing and augmentation method as same as Latefusion. For32

hyperparameters, we used the same configuration as CLIP. We used ESRestNet(X)t-fbsp [7] as the33

backbone network for audio feature extraction. During training, we froze all layers of the backbone34

network, and only use trainable MLP layers to fuse multimodal information.35

UNITER. In experiments, we utilized UNITER pre-trained on NLVR2 dataset [8] for feature36

extraction and fusion. The pre-processed sequential video information Xv was used as input. In37

our experiments, UNITER’s pair setup was applied to handle the input object-question pair as two38

independent text-video pairs. The concatenation of the output of both [CLS] in UNITER was regarded39

as ŶX,AX
, as mentioned in the main paper. We use the learning rate of 1 · 10−5 and a weight decay40

of 0.01.41

2 Hyper-Parameters Analysis42

Our proposed model consists of two main modules: Disentangled Sequence Encoder (DSE) and43

Counterfactual Learning Module (CLM). Specifically, in DSE, we used a hidden layer size of 25644

for Bi-LSTM and set γ = 1, α, β = 10, and θ = 1. In CLM, τ = 2 and k = 5 were used when45

calculating similarities and constructing the physical knowledge relationships. The hyper-parameters46

for both DSE and CLM were kept consistent when incorporated with each baseline. Figure 1 shows47

the hyper-parameter analysis of Late Fusion w/ DCL, where the left part illustrates the relationship48

between the Top-K value and the corresponding accuracy, with k taking values of 1, 3, 5, 10, 20,49

and 64. When k=1, it means that the object’s physical properties are only related to itself, while50

k=64 represents the physical properties of the object that are related to all objects within the batch.51

From the figure, it can be clearly observed that when we set K as 5 the model can achieve the best52

performance, indicating that an appropriate K can help improve the ability to explore the common53

physical properties. Meanwhile, a value of k that is too large can introduce excessive noise while54

too small is insufficient to exploit the relevance among objects and both result in decreased accuracy.55

The right part in Figure 1 shows the results when different values of α, β, γ, and θ are adopted,56

demonstrating that the model is insensitive to these hyperparameters, indicating its robustness. The57

black circular markers in the figure indicate the parameter values that were ultimately used.58

3 Model Size and Training Time59

Table 1 reports the model size and training time of our proposed method and baselines, by using an60

Intel 6226R CPU and an NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPU, in terms of the time required for a single epoch of61

training. It can be observed that the increase in training time is acceptable, and the additional memory62

usage is also within a controllable range.63

4 Analysis of Audio Disentanglement Learning64

In this section, we will analyze the effectiveness of our proposed Disentangled Sequential En-65

coder (DSE) on the input audio data. As described in Section 3.1 in our paper, we represent audio66
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Model Size Train Time
Latefusion 170.2M 1,214s
Latefusion w/ DCL 189.4M 1,317s
AudioCLIP 230.1M 1,545s
AudioCLIP w/ DCL 242.6M 1,628s

Table 1: The analysis of the model size and training time

Accuracy (%)Baseline Model PACS PACS-Material
Late Fusion [9] 55.0 ± 1.1 67.4 ± 1.5
Late Fusion w/ DSE-audio 56.9 ± 0.5 68.1 ± 0.4
AudioCLIP [6] 60.0 ± 0.9 75.9 ± 1.1
AudioCLIP w/ DSE-audio 61.5 ± 0.8 76.0 ± 0.7

Table 2: Performance comparison between our proposed DSE-audio and existing baseline methods.

features as a sequence and extract them as sequence data represented by Xa = {Xa
1 , X

a
2 , ..., X

a
T },67

where T denotes the number of audio time steps. It should be noted that, in the audio decoupling68

experiment, we did not decouple the video but processed it through averaging.69

Quantitative Results. As shown in Table 2, we compare our method with other baseline methods.70

Since only Latefusion [9] and AudioCLIP [5] take audio as input, we compared our method with71

both of them. It can be observed from Table 2 that using only DSE-audio, Late Fusion achieved an72

absolute improvement of 1.9%, while AudioCLIP achieved an absolute improvement of 1.5% on the73

PACS dataset. This indicates that our proposed DSE-audio method has a significant impact on audio74

decoupling. The same conclusion can also be drawn from the results on the PACS-Material dataset,75

which demonstrates the effectiveness and superiority of our DSE as a plug-and-play method that can76

achieve excellent performance on various datasets.77

5 More Visualization Results78

As shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, we present more visualization results comparing our proposed79

method with other baseline models. It can be seen from the figures that our proposed DCL method80

outperforms the original method.81

6 Analysis of Material and Question Properties82

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the results of object accuracy for per materials and per-property related83

to each question, respectively. From Figure 4, we can see that after using the proposed DCL, there84

was an improvement in object accuracy for all materials, especially for Rubber, Plastic, and Metal85

show the most prominent improvement. This is because our proposed DCL is capable of capturing86

clean dynamic features, which is essential in learning the physical properties of objects that often87

require dynamic movements. Based on Figure 5, after incorporating our proposed DCL, the accuracy88

of all properties related to questions improved, especially for Flexibility and Weight properties s89

the most significant improvement. The reason may attribute to the fact that these questions require90

more dynamic features for accurate judgment, and therefore, the usage of our proposed DCL led to a91

significant improvement in performance.92

7 Analysis of Static Factors93

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the results of our proposed method using only static factors and other94

baselines. As shown in Figure 7, it can be observed that our model performs better than the baseline95

in terms of “Stone”, “Glass”, and “Textiles” while underperforming on “Metals”, probably stems96

from that metals require more audio information for support. This finding demonstrates the advantage97

of the decoupled static factors in material classification. Figure 8 illustrates the performance of our98
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model on questions related to different physical properties, where it performs well w.r.t “texture”,99

“shape”, and “size”, indicating the helpfulness of the decoupled static factors in these properties.100

8 Analysis of Dynamic Factors101

In Figure 6, we show a few additional examples of clustering using dynamic factors. It can be102

observed that the decoupled dynamic factors represent similar or related action information.103

9 Analysis of Physical Knowledge Relationships.104

Figure 9 presents the visualization of the physical knowledge relationships captured by our dynamic105

factors with the affinity matrix A, and the corresponding top-5 results are displayed. As shown in the106

figure, we can find that the selected top-5 video in the top row and the bottom row in the red box107

are actions that are similar or related to the given sample video, indicating the effective discovery of108

common physical relevance through our physical knowledge mining, as mentioned in our main paper.109
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Question：
Which object would survive the 

longest if thrown to the bottom of the 
ocean?

(a)

object1 object2

Question:
Which object would you choose 
to put inside the other object?

object1 object2

Late fusion : Object1
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object2
AudioCLIP : Object1
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object2

(b)

Late fusion : Object2
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object1
AudioCLIP : Object1
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object2

(c)

Question：
If presented with three of each object, 
which would a juggler prefer to use to 

show off his skill?

Question:
Which object is more likely to 
survive being tapped with a 

hammer?

Late fusion : Object1
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object2
AudioCLIP : Object1
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object2

Late fusion : Object1
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object2
AudioCLIP : Object1
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object1

Materials : plastic Materials : glass Materials : plastic Materials : plastic

Properties：composition Properties：shape, size

Properties：hard, shape, weight Properties：hard, strength

Question：
Which object would be harder to 

hide in your palm?

Late fusion : Object1
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object2
AudioCLIP : Object1
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object2

Properties：size

Question：
Which object could more easily sand 

down an uneven wooden surface?

Late fusion : Object1
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object1
AudioCLIP : Object1
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object2

Properties：hard, shape, size, texture

Question:
If both objects were wet, which 
would cause a drying towel to 

become more moist?

object1 object2

Late fusion : Object2
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object2
AudioCLIP : Object1
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object1

Question:
Which object would fill a shoe 

more?

Late fusion : Object2
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object2
AudioCLIP : Object2
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object1

Materials : plastic Materials : rubber

Properties：shape

Properties：size

Question：
If both objects had a rough surface 
texture, which would be better to 

scrape against wall paper in order to 
remove it?

Late fusion : Object2
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object1
AudioCLIP : Object1
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object1

Properties：flex, strength

Question：
Which object can be rearranged to 
into a representation of a figure?

Late fusion : Object2
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object2
AudioCLIP : Object2
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object2

Properties：size

Question：
If placed in a dessert bowl on a table 

after dinner, which item would 
people be more likely to spoon into 

their plates?

Late fusion : Object1
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object1
AudioCLIP : Object1
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object2

Properties：hard, shape, size, texture

Question：
Which item might a ninja better be 

able to use as a weapon of some sort?

Late fusion : Object2
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object2
AudioCLIP : Object2
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object1

Properties：strength

Figure 2: Comparison between our proposed method and existing baseline methods, where ‘w/ DCL’
indicates the baseline incorporated with our proposed DCL method.
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Question：
If I needed to store the two objects in 
an efficient way, which would go on 

the inside?

Late fusion : Object2
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object2
AudioCLIP : Object2
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object2

object1 object2

Question：
If a dumbbell was dropped on both 
objects, which would be less likely 

to break?

Late fusion : Object1
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object2
AudioCLIP : Object2
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object2

Materials : plastic Materials : plastic

Properties：shape, size

Properties：flex, hard, strength

Question：
If given infinite amounts of both 
objects, which would be more 
helpful to cover a window and 

block out sunlight?

Late fusion : Object2
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object2
AudioCLIP : Object2
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object2

Properties：Permeability

Question：
Which object would be less likely to 

retain it's shape if the other was 
placed on top of it?

Late fusion : Object1
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object2
AudioCLIP : Object1
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object2

Question：
Which object would a throwing dart be 

less likely to stick into?

(a)

object1 object2object1 object2

Late fusion : Object2
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object1
AudioCLIP : Object1
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object1

(b) (c)

Question：
If placed in a hot fire, which object 
could be later removed and placed 
into a pot to heat up some water for 

tea?

Late fusion : Object2
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object1
AudioCLIP : Object1
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object1

Question：
Which object would be harder to 

balance upright on it's own?

Late fusion : Object1
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object2
AudioCLIP : Object1
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object2

Materials : glass Materials : fomaMaterials : plastic Materials : textiles

Properties：hard, strengthProperties：hard, shape, size

Properties：hard, strength, heat-
retention, durability

Properties：shape

Question：
Which object would be more likely 
to be used by a spy that actually 

was a secret weapon?

Late fusion : Object2
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object2
AudioCLIP : Object2
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object1

Properties：shape, size, weight

Question：
Which object would survive the 

longest if thrown to the bottom of 
the ocean?

Late fusion : Object1
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object2
AudioCLIP : Object1
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object2

Properties：composition

Question：
Which object could you press into 

playdough and be able to recognize 
the picture it made?

Late fusion : Object2
Late fusion w/ DCL : Object2
AudioCLIP : Object2
AudioCLIP w/ DCL : Object1

Properties: hard, shape

Figure 3: Comparison between our proposed method and existing baseline methods, where ‘w/ DCL’
indicates the baseline incorporated with our proposed DCL method.
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Figure 4: Accuracy results of per material object.
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Figure 5: Accuracy results of per properties related to each question.

Figure 6: The t-SNE visualization of the obtained dynamic factors in the latent space of video samples
in the test set.
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Figure 7: Accuracy results of per material object.
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Figure 8: Accuracy results of per properties related to each question.
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Figure 9: Visualization of Physical knowledge relationship.
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